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It was close to the end of December 2011, when Diana González and members of 
her marketing team were meeting over dinner to discuss two key issues of deep 
concern for the Alliance of Community-Based Pharmacy Owners of Puerto Rico 

(the Alliance). The broader issue was the challenges local pharmacy owners faced due 
to the rapid expansion of drugstore chains from the mainland United States (U.S.). 
The more specific issue was the tenuous survival of the Alliance itself. Founded in July 
2009 by a group of Island pharmacists, the Alliance was a collective effort to counter 
competition from U.S. pharmacy chains. The Alliance had been working to expand 
its membership.

Diana’s marketing background included an MBA (Master of Business Administra-
tion) in Marketing from the Graduate School of Business of the University of Puerto 
Rico (UPR). She headed the marketing team of Droguería Betances, a pharmaceutical 
wholesaler owned by her boss, Raúl Rodriguez. As a member of the Alliance’s Board 
of Directors, Raúl had asked Diana, in addition to her usual tasks as marketing head 
at Droguería Betances, to help with the Alliance’s marketing efforts. Diana had firmly 
believed in the Alliance since its inception, and after over two years of involvement was 
even more convinced of its value. Raúl had asked her to present a new plan at the next 
board meeting late in January, 2012. Diana and the other two members of her team 
were preparing to propose new approaches to help the Alliance survive and achieve its 
mission of helping the community-based pharmacies.

The marketing team had interviewed close to 500 community-based pharmacy 
owners over the past twenty months. To start their dinner meeting discussion, Diana 
had selected three quotations from the interviews to share with the board. These quotes 
supported the need for immediate action on behalf of the community-based pharma-
cies, which for Droguería Betances meant most of its clients:

There’s a need to reconsider both the market positioning and expectations of our 
community-based pharmacies following the introduction of CVS [a U.S. drugstore 
chain] into the Puerto Rican market. Independent pharmacy owners should be aware 
that between 2005 and 2010 we lost 27 percent of the community-based pharmacies 
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in existence during that period, basically because of the presence of such U.S. giants 
as Walgreens. Between 2010 and 2011 another 3 percent closed its doors. And, now 
comes another U.S. chain: CVS. We should be asking ourselves, are we going to wait 
for more pharmacies to close before we get serious and confront these giants as a group? 
Yes, we have buying groups, but we need more than purchasing capacity. We need 
voices expressing support for our pharmacies.

If we just keep looking inside of us and do nothing on behalf of all of us, most prob-
ably, in less time than a decade, we’ll have a job, sure, as pharmacists working for Wal-
greens, or CVS, or for who knows which new chain that comes around from the North 
[U.S.]. I don’t understand why we are so passive and reluctant to group ourselves and 
work together to face a rather complex competitive situation.

What can we expect from Walgreens [also a U.S. chain] now that CVS is here? The 
people at Walgreens won’t stand still just waiting for results. They will strongly fight 
CVS, with us in the middle, getting hit by some of their ammunition.

Competition in the pharmaCy marketplaCe in puerto riCo

The pharmacy marketplace in Puerto Rico was facing rapid changes both in terms 
of the competitors and how pharmaceutical services were delivered. While in 2005 
there were 1,015 community-based pharmacies operating in Puerto Rico, by 2009 
there were 736, and by 2010 only 714 remained in business. In other words, during a 
five-year period, almost 30 percent of community-based pharmacies disappeared from 
the local market. In spite of such a reduction, community-based pharmacies still held 
over half of the market share of retail sales with gross sales of prescribed medicines 
totaling $835 million in 2009 (see Table 1). In comparison, gross sales for major U.S. 
chains on the Island totaled $799 million during the same year. About 50 percent 
of the surviving community-based pharmacies had been serving the local market for 
more than twenty-five years. Community-based pharmacies provided full-time jobs 
to 11,000 individuals, including licensed pharmacists and pharmacy technicians. The 
dominance of community-based pharmacies and livelihoods of their employees was 
clearly threatened by the growth of U.S. chains.

Table 1: Summary of the Puerto Rican Pharmacy Marketplace 

Number of pharmacies 
2009

Retail sales in 
2009 (millions)

Sales per store in 
2009

Market share 
2009: Retail 
sales (%)

Market share 
2009: Total 
sales (%)

Community-
based pharmacies

736
(Assumes same number 
of stores as 2010)1

$835 $1,134,510.87 51 33

U.S. chains 
including those 
operated by 
megastores

178
(Does not include the 
five units under opera-
tion in 2010 by CVS)

$799 $4,488,764.04 49 31

Totals 914 $1,634 $5,623,274.91 100% 64%

Sales by hospitals $394 15%

Sales by 
non-retailers

$549 21%

Total 100%

Source: The marketing team from Droguería Betances.
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The largest U.S. chain competitor, Walgreens, had been operating in Puerto Rico for 
over fifty years. The local press covered its anniversary by describing its development:

Just to mark its 50th anniversary (2010) in Puerto Rico, it launched a $1 million multi-
media campaign, and the opening of its first store at Plaza Las Americas, Puerto Rico’s 
premier shopping center. During its 50-year local run, Walgreens has transformed the 
local retail drugstore business with the introduction of bioequivalent or generic pre-
scription drugs, becoming the first to automate prescription counters, introduce drive-
through windows, and use 24-hour stores to name a few milestones.2

In 2011 Walgreens decided to intensify its local expansion plans by investing $25 
million in eight new branches as well as acquiring three stores from a local pharmacy 
chain which had ceased operations due to financial problems. With these actions, 
Walgreens was able to generate a total of 500 jobs for its 101 local retail units. Most 
of its stores operated on a twenty-four hour, seven days a week basis. Walgreens also 
operated a bus that traveled around the Island offering free, health-care related evalua-
tions. This activity was called “The Good Neighbor Tour” (“La Gira del Buen Vecino”). 
Walgreens also had recently acquired drugstore.com and beauty.com websites, thus 
expanding its offering (now online) to the Island market. 

A typical Walgreens store operating in the U.S. or Puerto Rico had 11,300 square 
feet of selling space, carried 18,000 items, and employed from twenty to twenty-five 
individuals. On the Island, Walgreens located stores along main thoroughfares, as free-
standing, drive-thru pharmacies, or inside shopping malls, also with drive-thru conve-
nience (see Exhibit 1 for a photo of a Walgreens store). These were expensive locations, 
with many customers and parking facilities. The “malling of Puerto Rico”3 provided 
plenty of space opportunities for Walgreens’ expansion plans. 

Walgreens’ aggressive expansion in 2011 was fundamentally due to the entry of 
another U.S. drugstore chain in the Puerto Rican market: CVS, a chain that already 
competed with Walgreens in all fifty states and the District of Columbia. CVS was the 
second-largest owner of retail pharmacies in the U.S. (after Walgreens). CVS officially 
opened its first two units in Puerto Rico in February 2010. In that year alone it opened 
five retail units in the San Juan Metro Area, close to stores owned by Walgreens. It 
planned to have at least twenty-four drugstores fully operational within a two- to 
three-year period. Stores owned by CVS were also to open on a twenty-four hour, 
seven days a week basis. CVS sought to serve Puerto Ricans with the more than 12,000 
products it carried in its stores.4 CVS units mostly followed Walgreens’ footsteps in 
terms of location: main avenues and high traffic streets (see Exhibit 1 for a photo of a 
CVS store).

By 2010, the community-based pharmacy sector as well as Walgreens and CVS, 
also faced formidable competition from U.S. megastores Walmart, Costco, and 
Kmart. Walmart was the largest local general retailer with annual sales in Puerto Rico 
of between $2.9 and $3.1 billion. In 2008, together with its subsidiaries Sam’s and 
Amigo Supermarkets, Walmart included Puerto Rico in its generic prescription drug 
programs that sold roughly 350 medications at $4 for a thirty days’ supply. Sam’s and 
Costco (which operated four units on the Island), required club membership in order 
to purchase medications at their pharmacies (see Exhibit 1 for a photo of a Costco in-
store pharmacy). In addition, Kmart, with more than fifty years on the Island, owned 
more than twenty-three stores locally, most with an “in-store” pharmacy.

The U.S. megastores all opened their doors seven days a week. A number of the 
Walmart stores operated twenty-four hours a day, though not Sam’s, Costco, or Kmart. 
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Any further expansion of the U.S. megastores meant new retail pharmacies available to 
serve the local market, and that meant competition for the existing community-based 
pharmacies.

pharmaCist shortage

A concern for all the pharmacy players (U.S. and local) was the recruitment of licensed 
pharmacists, since pharmacies operating in Puerto Rico were required by law to have 
a licensed pharmacist present at all times in the dispatching area of the drugstore. By 
law, the pharmacist was the only person allowed to supervise the handling, receiv-
ing, packaging, evaluation, and interpretation, as well as labeling and dispatching of 
prescriptions to customers (patients). Licensed pharmacists were also responsible for 
advising clients about the proper use of medications. 

Since the end of 2011, there was a scarcity of licensed pharmacists for three reasons: 
first, the two schools offering programs in Pharmacy Science required, since 2001, a 
doctor of pharmacy degree, which meant six to seven years of study before graduation; 
second, a number of graduates went into drug research and development and manu-
facturing rather than retailing (drugstores); and, third, some graduates left the Island 
to take advantage of job opportunities in the U.S.5 The bottom line was that recruit-
ment of pharmacists for U.S. chains, and particularly for community-based pharma-
cies, was difficult to achieve and, thus, expensive. 

Compensation packages for a licensed pharmacist for the U.S. chains were attrac-
tive and could well exceed $100,000 a year. Some pharmacists working evening shifts 
could earn close to $200,000 per year. Community-based pharmacies were unable to 
pay that much. That is why, with few exceptions, community-based pharmacies were 
managed by the owner-pharmacist and were open from twelve to sixteen hours instead 
of the twenty-four hours most U.S. chains offered.

Community-Based pharmaCies in puerto riCo

The individual, community-based pharmacies in Puerto Rico had several disadvantages 
when compared with U.S. drugstore chains: (1) less buying capacity, thus, a smaller 
and less varied inventory available for clients; (2) fewer hours of operations, basically 
between twelve to sixteen hours daily, seven days a week; (3) fewer financial resources 
available to compensate the licensed pharmacists and technical personnel needed for 
operations; and (4) not as many professionally managed stores as U.S. chains had. 

Very few community-based pharmacy owners could pay the high rents and other 
expenses at shopping malls that their U.S. competitors could, nor could they afford 
establishing their stores on high-density traffic streets (see Exhibit	2A for photos of 
community-based pharmacies). Therefore, the vast majority were located in neighbor-
hoods with smaller markets, within walking distance of other stores and neighbors. By 
2010, attempting to adapt, community-based pharmacies had evolved, and were carry-
ing a mixed variety of products related to personal care, school supplies, cosmetics, and 
groceries, including liquor and cigarettes, all intended to suit the markets they served.

However, close to 75 percent of sales made by community-based pharmacies were 
tied to prescription medications. According to some experts, this was due to the fact 
that 80 percent of prescriptions filled by community-based pharmacies were sold 
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directly to lower-income families. These were active participants in the Puerto Rican 
Health Reform Program which, in 2009, served around 45 percent (or almost 1.8 mil-
lion people) of the Island population who lived under the U.S. poverty rate standards, 
rising in 2011 to 45.6 percent.6 Those in the program did not pay for prescriptions 
out of their own pockets; the Island government, through its Reform Program, took 
care of them. Unfortunately, this caused cash-flow problems for pharmacy owners, 
since red tape lengthened the processing time for claims. Neither Walgreens nor CVS 
participated in the Health Reform Program in 2010. As one leading community-based 
pharmacist explained to a local paper: “Island community pharmacies have a respon-
sibility with some 1.5 million patients who are covered by the Government’s Health 
Reform. Those people cannot order their prescriptions at Walgreens or CVS pharmacy, 
which means that those patients visit local pharmacies.”7

Beginning in 1992, in order to approximate the purchasing power of U.S. chains, 
particularly Walgreens, a number of community-based pharmacists opted to organize 
buying groups. Three such groups were created by local pharmacists and a fourth 
group was a U.S.-based organization called Good Neighbor Pharmacies. The two-
fold objectives of these groups were to have more leverage in negotiating prices with 
drug distributors, and to support their members in launching weekly shoppers8 and 
newspaper inserts which circulated through national papers, and in organizing health 
fair activities to strengthen community relations. Each buying-group member paid an 
initial, one-time membership fee of $1,500 on average, and a monthly membership fee 
of between $400 and $900. Buying group contracts prohibited affiliates from belong-
ing to any of the other groups at the same time. Those belonging to the Coopharma9 
buying group did not pay the initial membership fee. The groups had annual conven-
tions as a way of enhancing professional relations with colleagues and attracting new 
members to the respective buying group. Table	2 provides a short description of each 
of these groups. 

Table	2:	Buying	Groups	Organized	by	Owners	of	Community-Based	Pharmacies	

Buying group Year founded Number of 
pharmacies 
in the group

Percentage of phar-
macies belonging 
to the group

Benefits of group membership

Good Neighbor 2000 105 15% Private label products available only to 
buying group members and its clients. 

Cooperative of Puerto 
Rican Pharmacies 
(Coopharma)

2002 374 52% Each affiliate has just one vote regard-
less of number of stocks owned in the 
Cooperative. 

Allied Pharmacies of 
Puerto Rico

1992 46 6% Created a prescription club for clients 
of group members. More than 300 
bioequivalent10 medicines available at 
lower prices than national brands.

ABC Group - 13 2% N/A

Totals 538 75%

Source: The marketing team from Droguería Betances.
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the allianCe of Community-Based pharmaCy owners

Raúl Rodriguez and a small group of seven pharmacy owners felt that while the buy-
ing groups had done a great job in supporting the interests of the sector, “there was a 
need for additional fighting capacity to challenge U.S. competitors.” These pharma-
cists wanted additional “ammunition” to protect their investments, their jobs, and 
the well-being of their families and employees from the competition they faced from 
U.S. chains. Therefore, in the summer of 2009, this group organized the Alliance of 
Community-Based Pharmacy Owners (Alliance) and invited other community-based 
pharmacists to join. 

The bylaws of the Alliance set the following objectives:

1. Highlight the role community-based pharmacies played, not only in protect-
ing the health and well-being of Puerto Ricans in general, but also as a rel-
evant player in the local economy.

2. Ensure the success of community-based pharmacies in spite of the competi-
tive environment surrounding the sector.

3. Develop awareness of the existence of the Community-Based Pharmacies 
brand among local consumers.

The Alliance’s Board of Directors was composed of two representatives from each 
of the following groups: the wholesaler Droguería Betances, the Association of Phar-
macy Owners of Puerto Rico,11 the four buying groups of independent pharmacy 
owners, and one licensed pharmacist who held a teaching position at the University of 
Puerto Rico’s School of Pharmacy. Hence, the majority of those holding positions on 
the Board were pharmacy owners. No administrative personnel were hired.

Since its beginning, besides his service on the board of directors, the Alliance 
had the financial and technical support of Raúl Rodríguez, owner of both Droguería 
Betances, Inc. and Luis Garratón, Inc. Both were wholesalers of pharmaceuticals as 
well as other products focused on drugstores. 85 percent of sales at Droguería Betances 
came from marketing to owners of community-based pharmacies, either through the 
buying groups or directly to its owners. So, it was in Raúl’s best interest to help protect 
the well-being of these important customers. Initially, Raúl contributed $25,000 as 
start-up money toward the organization’s creation and provided the technical assis-
tance of Diana González and her Droguería Betances marketing team. 

At the outset, the Alliance’s Board of Directors envisioned two main initiatives: 
an advertising campaign, and training programs for the pharmacies. The objective of 
an ad campaign would be to position community-based pharmacies (vis-à-vis U.S. 
chains), in the words of board members, as “the friendly place to visit when looking 
for health-care solutions” including advice on treatments for diseases and on medica-
tions prescribed by physicians. The board also planned to provide managerial training 
on business practices for pharmacists interested in administering their business more 
efficiently and effectively. 

To fund its operations, the Board of Directors decided to assess pharmacy owners 
who wanted to become members an annual fee of $1,500. These funds would be used 
to develop an advertising campaign, design branding for the Alliance, and provide a 
management training program for its affiliates, as well as customer relations training 
for employees. The Board was also to borrow a mobile health unit vehicle from a phar-
maceutical company to provide free health checks for customers in order to increase 
the benefits offered to its affiliates. 
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Initially the founders had hoped these initiatives would attract more than 50 percent 
of the pharmacist-owners of community-based retail units to the Alliance. But that was 
not the case, even though, as part of the recruiting efforts to join the Alliance, its Board 
of Directors relied on letters written and sent out by managers of buying groups stating 
their support for the Alliance and inviting them to become members, and even though 
Board members were present at professional meetings of organizations attended by 
pharmacists in order to invite prospective members to join the Alliance.

the allianCe’s advertising Campaign (January–oCtoBer 2010)

In order to develop its ad campaign, in December 2009 the Board hired an agency with 
thirty years’ experience in the business. Diana’s initial role with the Alliance was serv-
ing as the board’s representative to this agency. The agency was in charge of designing 
and executing the ad campaign that would help position all community-based phar-
macies as “the friendly place to visit when looking for health care solutions” including 
advice on how to develop a brand for the Alliance. 

In conjunction with the ad campaign launched in January 2010, the agency sug-
gested a logo (see Exhibit 3) as part of the brand name, “Community-Based Pharma-
cies,” as well as a slogan: “Making you feel better, always” (“Haciéndote sentir mejor 
siempre”). Placing the logo on main entrances and/or in their prescription dispatching 
areas was a way to help consumers identify affiliates as members of the organization 
(see Exhibits	2B	and	2C). Employee uniforms also included a pin and/or t-shirts with 
the brand name “Community-Based Pharmacies” to facilitate brand recognition by 
customers (see Exhibit 2B). In addition, employees and already-affiliated pharmacy 
owners met with Diana and her marketing team during a three-hour session for her 
presentation on the Alliance objectives and the competitive environment surrounding 
community-based pharmacies. 

The campaign developed by the agency focused on creating brand recognition for 
the Alliance “by associating its name with a personalized, friendly, and cordial atmo-
sphere prevailing in community-based pharmacies.” It was called “100 percent Boricua” 
(i.e., Puerto Rican) and targeted mainly women between thirty-five and sixty years old. 
The ad campaign relied on testimonials from well-known public figures who expressed 
that among the reasons they had for choosing community-based pharmacies instead 
of U.S. chain drugstores were “that they are locally owned, and, thus are 100 percent 
Boricua.” In the ads, which ran on radio, TV prime-time spots, and in a local newspa-
per, the public figures (see Exhibit 4) highlighted “the excellent service and attention 
to detail that pharmacists provided customers.” Exhibit 5 shows the flowchart of the 
ad investment made per vehicle/media employed during the campaign and the cor-
responding gross rating points (GRP’s)12 purchased for TV ads. All media vehicles 
employed for the campaign (TV and radio stations as well as the newspaper) covered 
the Island. In addition to the ad campaign, the Alliance used a Facebook account as a 
more direct tool to reach out, attract, and connect with current and potential affiliates. 

Although the campaign was oriented to promote all community pharmacies 
(whether members of the Alliance or not), ads always mentioned the brand name 
Community-Based Pharmacies (Farmacias de la Comunidad) since the Alliance was 
the campaign sponsor and was paying for it. With this effort, which in effect endorsed 
all community-based pharmacies, the Alliance’s Board of Directors intended to bar 
any perception of competition within the sector while, the board hoped, it “would 
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provide a reason for affiliation with the organization.” Part of the message was, accord-
ing to Diana, “let’s not create the perception that community-based pharmacies are 
competing against each other (those belonging to the Alliance against those who were 
not members). The common competitors are the drugstore chains and the megastores 
with pharmacies.” The ad campaign was considered a fundamental tactic of the mar-
keting plan prepared by the Board of Directors since the foundation of the Alliance. 

As shown in Exhibit 6, the ad campaign ran during selected weeks from January 
through October 2010, for a total cost of $400,000. The ads reached 80 percent of 
households13 with TV sets, 90 percent of households with radios, and 155,000 news-
paper readers. In fact, according to the ad agency’s research, conducted February 2011, 
it was considered a successful campaign since 76 percent of survey participants remem-
bered the Farmacias de Comunidad brand and accepted the patriotic theme included. 

To put the Alliance’s ad budget in perspective, according to a study conducted by 
the Puerto Rico Chamber of Food Marketing and Distribution, between January and 
August 2009, Walgreens and community-based pharmacies invested a total of $14.5 
million in advertising alone. However, of the $14.5 million, community-based phar-
macies invested only $1.05 million in advertising during the eight-month period, or 
approximately $1,400 per store (number of community-based pharmacies in 2009 
was 736 units). In contrast, a study conducted by the National Community Pharma-
cies Association (NCPA) showed that, on average, community-based pharmacies in 
the U.S. tended to invest half a percent of their total income in advertising-related 
activities. During 2009, Puerto Rican community-based pharmacies averaged $1.2 
million in annual sales (see Table 1). If the Puerto Rican pharmacies had followed 
the pattern of behavior identified in the U.S., then each community-based pharmacy 
would have invested approximately $6,000 in advertising or $4,416,000 total if all 
736 stores available at the time were considered.

an allianCe with limited support and tight finanCes

In January 2010, in order to attract new members into the group, the Alliance invited 
more than 500 pharmacy owners to a meeting at the Puerto Rico Museum of Art, 
located in San Juan, the Island’s capital. Here the Alliance discussed the benefits of 
membership, as well as the ad campaign’s media tactics. Only 50 percent of those 
invited (i.e., 250) attended the meeting, and only 150 of those pharmacists signed the 
affiliation contract. (See Exhibit 7 for a copy of the contract). Not all of those who 
signed the contract paid the annual fee, though. 

Table 3 shows the total number of new affiliates (fee paid) monthly from July 
2009, when the Alliance started operations, through April 2010. As Table 3 shows, 
by April 2010, close to the Alliance’s first anniversary of operation, only 165 phar-
macy owners, or 22 percent of the 736 community-based pharmacies, had paid the 
Alliance’s membership fee. These membership fees totaled $247,500. Board members 
realized that the Alliance had a surplus after expenses of only $13,000, not including 
the $25,000 originally provided by Raúl, with no training program implemented, and 
an ad campaign that was scheduled to last until December 2010 (see Exhibits 8 and 
9). Fearing lack of cash, the Board extended the ad campaign only until October 2010, 
with expenses totaling over $400,000. 
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Table	3:	Number	of	New	Affiliate	Memberships	Monthly	between	July,	2009	and	April,	2010

Months From July up to 
December 2009

 January, 2010 February, 2010 March, 2010 April, 2010 Total 
number of 
affiliates

Number of 
affiliates 

33 27 52 34 19 165

Source: The marketing team from Droguería Betances.

Concerned over the lagging recruitment efforts and firmly believing that Diana wanted 
the Alliance to succeed, Raúl Rodriguez asked her (in addition to her usual tasks as 
marketing head) to visit the roughly 500 pharmacy owners around the Island starting 
in May 2010 to encourage their affiliation with the Alliance. She was also asked to get 
her marketing team involved in the effort.

Diana and her team found it was definitely difficult to attract new members to the 
Alliance. Their visits with pharmacists lasted 1.5 hours on average and included dis-
cussion of the competitive environment surrounding the community-based pharmacy 
sector as well as the purpose and benefits the Alliance offered to its members as they 
worked collectively to confront U.S. chains. Despite the team’s efforts, between May 
and December, 2010, only thirty-three new members were enrolled. 

The money to finance the Alliance’s campaign (the anticipated training programs 
had not yet started) came from the annual fee charged to affiliates. But, with only 198 
pharmacists enrolled by December 2010, barely enough money was collected from the 
affiliates’ fees to pay for the ad efforts alone. Nonetheless, Raúl, the owner of Drogu-
ería Betances, had committed to pay for any difference between the income received 
from annual fees and the costs of the efforts during the first three years of the founding 
of the Alliance. So, by the end of 2010, since the Alliance had collected a total of just 
$297,000 in fees from the 198 pharmacy owners who became affiliates, Droguería 
Betances ended up contributing over $106,000 to cover the costs associated with the 
ad campaign. 

The recruiting efforts of Diana and her team continued for another year, visiting 
close to 500 potential affiliates, but, by the first week of December 2011 when the 
visits ended, memberships totaled only 200. 

feedBaCk from pharmaCy visits

During their visits, Diana’s marketing team learned from a group of eighty-five phar-
macy owners willing to express their concerns with the Alliance, some of the reasons 
behind their decision to decline the invitation to become members of the Alliance. 
Selective comments from interviewees captured their general reasons for rejection:

1. The advertising campaign was designed in such a way that all community-
based pharmacies could be perceived as members of the Alliance. Thus, the 
ads were not effective in establishing the difference between those commu-
nity-based pharmacies affiliated with the Alliance and those who were not 
members of the group.14

Those that don’t pay the $1,500 fee get the same benefits as those who do. It is unfair. Make 
changes in the ad content so that those who paid the campaign are duly recognized and, 
then, we’ll talk about it again.
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Who decided to create those ads? Were board members of the Alliance out of their minds? 
If I pay, there should be recognition, acknowledgement. The name of my pharmacy should 
be mentioned.

2. The fee required for being a member of the Alliance was too high, while the 
benefits were limited. 

3. They already belonged to a trade association and were not willing to pay addi-
tional fees.
The financial situation of the community where I am located faces many difficulties. 
Unemployment is rampant.15 My pharmacy is basically living out of the Health Reform. 
Can’t afford to belong to new associations. Maybe next year…who knows?

4. Other related Alliance benefits such as the education of pharmacists and their 
employees were currently just promises (at the time the visits took place, the 
education program had yet to be implemented.)

In spite of such concerns, a number of affiliated pharmacy owners credited the 
advertising campaign devised by the Alliance. Some expressed their satisfaction as they 
perceived an increase in customers as a result of identifying the logo on the uniforms 
of employees as well as the store fronts, shelves, and aisles. Another group of pharmacy 
owners used DVDs to display the TV spots. The ads were constantly shown on TV 
sets displayed all over the store as owners thought this would help attract customers’ 
attention. Some suggested taping the audios of radio and TV spots to include in the 
stores’ automatic answering telephone systems.

Partly as a result of this feedback, the Board kept the same creative concept for the 
2011 advertising campaign and invested $254,616 in it. This time, though, names of 
affiliated pharmacies and towns of locations were also included in the newspaper ads.

Though Diana and her team’s efforts as “evangelizers” were not necessarily success-
ful after twenty months in terms of new members enrolled, she was still convinced 
that within a few more months she would see the fruits of the seeds she and her group 
planted through the visits. So committed was Diana to the Alliance, that she and her 
team met with her boss Raúl by the second week of December 2011, close to two 
weeks before the Christmas holidays, to discuss their views on the status and future of 
the Alliance. Diana insisted to Raúl that the Alliance had a role to play in the competi-
tive environment surrounding community-based pharmacies because of U.S. chains: 

Pharmacists not affiliated with the Alliance are worried, as are those who are members, 
about losing their life investment in their stores if they go broke and become jobless 
due to the unfair competition they face from U.S. chains. For the time being, they are 
happy that neither Walgreens nor CVS is accepting patients from the Health Reform 
Program. Thus, they are still keeping 80 percent of prescriptions sold to these patients. 
But, what would the competitive situation be if Walgreens and CVS started accepting 
prescriptions from patients of the Health Reform Program in 2012 and beyond? No 
doubt, many community pharmacies will close their doors forever . . . Still, [in 2011] 
chains keep growing, even with a recession in the local economy in progress. The pic-
ture is really complex for pharmacists with some saying, “We are being pushed against 
the wall.”

I firmly believe that pharmacists are willing to join efforts with fellow colleagues to 
deal with the competitive situation. But, out of my conversations with them, I know 
they are still not convinced that the Alliance is the solution to deal with the environ-
ment the pharmacy sector faces. I believe that it is a matter of redesigning the Alliance 
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concept, and positioning it as the organization that provides its members specially cre-
ated programs in operations management and marketing, as well as support through 
an ad campaign and social networking. 

Pharmacists need assistance with store design, inventory selection, the use of social 
networks, on-line order taking, handling complaints, sales forecasting, segment pro-
filing, supply-chain issues, advertising, and sales promotions, among other matters. 
Pharmacists are not used to dealing with customer satisfaction and competition from 
either big business or even from their own colleagues. Therefore, they need counseling, 
training, and support in store management and entrepreneurship, and the Alliance 
should be the place to look for answers to issues troubling them in this aspect. I suggest 
that it is about time to work on a new strategic road map for the Alliance so that it is 
viewed as the relevant organization to face the difficult environment surrounding the 
pharmacy sector. My colleagues and I are willing to engage in suggesting the content 
for this new road map.

Raúl was impressed with what he heard from Diana and her team. He promised to 
discuss the issues she brought up during the next meeting of the Board of Directors of 
the Alliance, to be held on the third week of December 2011, and to let her and the 
team know what the Board said. 

the allianCe and its future Considerations 

After Raúl reported the Board of Directors’ approval to develop a new strategic road 
map, Diana and her team met over dinner on December 26, 2011 to start working 
on the plan. Diana reminded the team that the Alliance should be perceived by actual 
and potential members as: 

An organization of community-based pharmacy owners solely created to confront U.S. 
chains. But, we need to figure out how better to demonstrate the value of the Alliance 
to pharmacists as they fight the competitive threats they face. Otherwise, the Alliance 
has not served its purpose and will not survive. What should we suggest to the Board? 

The strategic plan was to be submitted at the next meeting of the board scheduled 
for the last week of January 2012.

Exhibit 1: U.S. Chains Operating in Puerto Rico

Walgreens Pharmacy CVS Pharmacy Costco In-Store Pharmacy 
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Exhibit 2A: Two Drugstores Affiliated with the Alliance of Community-
Based Pharmacies

Exhibit 2B: The Alliance Logo on a Pharmacy Employee’s Shirt

Exhibit 2C: The Alliance logo
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Exhibit 3: Logo of the Alliance of Community-Based Pharmacy Owners

Exhibit 4: Photo for a Press Ad of the Alliance (known local artists around 
a pharmacist)
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Exhibit 6: Media Investment Alliance of Community-Based Pharmacy Owners 2010

Radio TV Press Alternative Media Ad Production 
of Alternative 
Media

January 
through part 
of February

(For the weeks of the 18th, the 25th 
of January and the 1st of February) 
$48,860.00

$18,860.51

February 
through part 
of March

(For the week of the 22nd of Febru-
ary and the weeks of the 1st and 8th of 
March) $45,100.00

(Weeks of the 8th, 
15th, and 22 of Febru-
ary and March) $9,200

$1,845.00

April (For the weeks of the 5th and 12th of 
April) $29,970.00

(Whole month of April 
and 1st week of May) 
$4,600.00

May (For the weeks of the 10th and 17th of 
May) $30,000.00

June (For the weeks of the 14th and 21st of 
June) $30,000.00

July (For the weeks of the 19th and 26th of 
July) $30,000.00

August (For the weeks of the 23rd and 30th of 
August) $30,000.00

September 
through part 
of October

(For the week of the 27th of September) 
and the 4th week of October) $30,000

Total $94,730 $273,930.00	 $18,860.51 $13,800.00 $1,845.00
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Exhibit 7: Affiliate Contract

The Alliance of Community Pharmacies, a non-profit corporation, incorporated in Puerto 
Rico and from now on named “the Alliance,” and “The Pharmacy (ies)” _____________ 
located at _________________________________________________ represented by 
___________________________, and from now on named “The Pharmacy,” united by 
one mission, vision and values, agree as members of the Alliance, to the following:

Duties of the Alliance

The responsibilities of the Board of Directors of the Alliance are: 1) Generate advertising 
and marketing activities to improve the image of community pharmacies among their patients 
and the general public; 2) Offer programs and activities that benefit community pharmacies 
and that add value to their patients and the general public, and 3) Execute the strategic plan 
needed to achieve objectives. 

Duties of the Affiliate

Through this contract, “The Pharmacy” affiliates voluntarily with the Alliance and commits 
itself to help achieve the objectives of the Alliance.

Highest performance. The development of a public image for community pharmacies requires 
changing whatever perception consumers hold of the pharmacies. The advertising and public 
relation campaigns will help to improve this perception. But, it will only happen if phar-
macies keep a program of continuous improvements and adopt both a quality and service 
culture. As such, “The Pharmacy” commits to the highest operating standards in its offerings 
which include maintaining clean facilities (inside and outside) and its inventory in optimal 
condition. At the same time, “The Pharmacy” must promote among its employees the offer-
ing of excellent and personalized service to its customers. 

Education and active involvement. In order to keep improving its performance, owner(s) and 
employees of “The Pharmacy” must participate actively in training programs and attend the 
meetings of The Alliance. 

Identification of The Pharmacy as an affiliate of the Alliance. “The Pharmacy” affiliated with 
the Alliance must identify as an affiliate by placing the logo of the Alliance in its facilities, 
following the protocol issued. This identification, as well as the membership, is subject to the 
fulfillment by “The Pharmacy” of the standards of quality expected as well as the payment of 
the annual fee. 

Annual	Fee	

Annual fee is $1,500 per pharmacy. This fee could be changed by a majority vote of the mem-
bers of the Board of Directors of the Alliance. The fee is expected to be renewed annually. 

Protocol Regarding the Alliance’s Logo

The logo must be placed in two areas: the front door and the prescription counter. “The 
Pharmacy” must keep the logo visible and in good condition. It can continue to display the 
logo if it is up-to-date in the payment of the annual fee. If wanted, “The Pharmacy” could 
place the logo in its exterior signs following instructions by the Alliance.
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Exhibit 8: Income Statement: Alliance of Community-Based Pharmacy 
Owners 

April 2010

Income:

Initial Balance (from Droguería Betances) $25,000.00 

Membership fees $247,500.00 

 $272,500.00

Expenses (based only on ad campaign)*:

Production/Talent Fee and Music Rights $(45,100.00)

Promotion $(26,013.00)

Media: TV/Radio/Press $(163,272.51)

$(234,385.51)

Surplus $38,114.49

*No other expenses were disclosed by the Board of Directors of the Alliance. The costs 
of efforts of Diana González and the marketing team from Droguería Betances were not 
disclosed.

Exhibit 9
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notes

 1. Early in 2011, a 22 unit Puerto Rican chain went bankrupt. So, 714 units 
remained in operation by that year. 

 2. Caribbean Business, (April, 2010) Retrieved March, 2013 from: ehost/
results?sid=600b595c-30e1-4659-923d-10da0624de23%40sessionmgr
112&vid=8&hid=19&bquery=walgreens+”in”+Puerto+Rico&bdata=J
mRiPWJ0aCZ0eXBlPTAmc

 3. By 2005 Puerto Rico had close to 100 shopping centers, with square footage 
ranging from 2,358,000 down to 365,125 for the top twenty malls. Sales per 
square foot were estimated at $350 in 2000 versus $285 in the U.S. by 2003.

 4. Chain Drug Review, (March 1, 2010). Retrieved March, 2013 from: ehost/
pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=7&sid=600b595c-30e1-4659-923d-10da0624de23
%40sessionmgr112&hid=108

 5. Puerto Ricans were given U.S. citizenship since 1917 through the Jones-Shafroth 
Act.

 6. http://www.census.gov/prod/2010pubs/acsbr09-1.pdf and http://www.census.
gov/prod/2012pubs/acsbr11-01.pdf. Retrieved December, 2012.

 7. Zayas, Moreno, M. “Pharmacies Duke It Out for Island Market,” Puerto Rico 
Daily Sun, March 1, 2010, page 11.

 8. A publication containing advertisements from a retailer, offering products at 
discount prices, shopping coupons, and other tools as promotional tactics.

 9. Coopharma was a cooperative whose shareholders had one vote regardless of 
the number of shares owned in the organization.

 10. Defined by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as, “the absence of 
a significant difference in the rate and extent to which the active ingredient in 
pharmaceutical equivalents or pharmaceutical alternatives becomes available at 
the site of drug action when administered at the same molar dose under similar 
conditions in an appropriately designed study.” Retrieved September 3, 2012 
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioequivalence.

 11. This association dealt mostly as a lobbyist for its members on issues related to 
government regulations. One of the areas lobbied by the group was related to 
the Closing Law (blue laws) which prohibited big business (U.S. chains) from 
selling products in certain areas of their stores (e.g., home care) between 5 a.m. 
and 11 a.m. on Sundays. Dispatching of medicines on the specified hours on 
Sundays by U.S. chains was not prohibited by the Closing Law.

 12. GRPs is a term used in advertising to measure the size of an audience reached 
by a specific media vehicle or schedule. GRPs are calculated by multiplying the 
percentage of the audience reached by an ad times the frequency [number of 
times] the ad is seen by that audience in a given campaign. So, GRPs = (fre-
quency × % reached). For example, a TV program that reaches 20 percent of 
households where an ad is aired four times per month will reach eighty GRPs. 
If the frequency or repetition of an ad needs to increase so as to achieve desired 
objectives, then GRPs need to increase.
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 13. According to the U.S. Census Bureau the number of Puerto Rican households 
for 2000–2010 was 1,261,325. Average population per household: 2.98 per-
sons. Retrieved from http://www.census-charts.com/HF/Puerto_Rico.html, 
March, 18, 2013.

 14. This complaint was partially resolved in 2011 when press ads included the 
names of the pharmacies affiliated with the Alliance.

 15. The Puerto Rican economy, between 2007 and 2009, was beginning to show 
symptoms of recession (in later years, between 2010 and 2011, the economy 
was diagnosed with suffering a strong recession). A number of economists 
advised caution with spending cash.

 16. Adapted from the original flowchart provided to the authors by the Alliance ad 
agency through the marketing team of Droguería Betances.
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